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Dr. John Albertson

A commitment to music education

K

CDA is delighted to honor Dr. John Albertson as the 2014 recipient of the
Harry Robert Wilson Award for contributions to choral music in the state
of Kansas. Dr. Albertson is as rooted in Kansas as one could be: growing
up near the central Kansas town of Buhler, he attended Hutchinson Community
College, Wichita State University, and the University of Missouri-Kansas City,
where he earned his DMA.
His professional career as a musician and educator was invested in the Kansas City public school system, where he established exemplary programs in both
junior and senior high schools. In 1976 he was named Director of Music for
Kansas City Public Schools, a position he held until retirement, and one he used

to mentor countless musicians and educators.
His commitment to music education extended
beyond choral work, as he provided invaluable resources for instrumental music in the city, as well.
Concerned for students who could not purchase
their own instruments, he established a massive
inventory of instruments, founded a repair shop
to maintain the instruments, and hired private instructors to provide instruction. He also founded
an All-City Honor Orchestra, as well as the nation’s

only urban harp ensemble.
Dr. Albertson was a driving force in the founding of two arts organizations: the Kaw Valley Arts
and Humanities, and the Kansas City Arts Partners. Under his leadership the Kansas City Arts
Partners became a national role model for excellence in arts education, and the district was invited to showcase the program at the 1992 MENC
National Convention.
Continued on page 5
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The Editor’s Box

W

h e n
people
ask me
how
long
I’ve
been
teaching
or how long I’ve
been teaching at
Tabor College, I
give them the correct number of
years, which is invariably followed
Brad Vogel
by the comment,
“Wow—you must really feel like you
know what you are doing by now.” To
which I reply, “You’d be surprised.”
Aristotle is quoted as saying, “The
more you know, the more you know you
don’t know.” David Freeman expanded
this a bit by saying, “The more you know,
the more you realize how much you don’t
know. The less you know, the more you
think you know.” All reactions to someone
seeking to improve upon Aristotle aside,
this thought makes pretty good sense . . .
you know?
The underlying platform for these
aphorisms can be summed up in this question: How big is your world? Small world,
small body of knowledge, easy to manage;
large world, large body of knowledge,
fewer absolutes possible. The only way to
know it all is to keep it small—minimize
your world and you can indeed be king
or wizard, whichever you prefer. Maybe
both. But expand that world, and not only
do you lose that sense of absolute control
and/or knowledge . . . you also eventually know more because there’s more to
know. All things considered, this is the
way to go.
Experience is teaching me there are
myriads of questions out there to be answered, or at least pondered. It could be
scary, but it’s so much fun learning new
things, accepting new challenges, seek-

ing new and greater accomplishments—because
I pushed myself out of a
comfort zone. This idea
of pushing beyond comfort zones is why KCDA
exists, and what this issue
is about. Our KCDA award
winners were placed into
professional
positions
they didn’t expect nor for
which they felt particularly prepared, but by seeking solutions to new challenges, they excelled. And
rather than each of us being limited to our singular
body of knowledge and
research, the board members have shared their
own areas of experience
and sources of knowledge in literature, recordings and research—all for
the express purpose of
expanding the world of
someone else.
With apologies to Walt
Disney and the Sherman
brothers, it really ought
not to be a small world;
after all, we cannot fully
realize our own potential
or that of those under our
direction if we stay only
in what we know. Get
out there—take chances,
make mistakes, get messy
(thank you, Miss Frizzle .
. .); keep in mind an even
greater thought of Aristotle:
“No great mind has
ever existed without a
touch of madness.”

KCDA BOARD MEMBERS 2013-2014

The President’s Pen

R

ecently, as I was walking through a department store, I was
nearing the escalator behind
a mother with her young
daughter who was new to
this “moving” process. The
mom grabbed her hand and
said “Step up.” Her shaky
little legs went one after the
other and there was success
Laura
as we all moved upward in
VanLeeuwen
the store.
Whether it’s a step up to
the plate (GO ROYALS!), a step up on an escalator, or
a step up musically to better ourselves as educators,
we all “Step up.” And, it’s important for this “step
up” to occur. As music educators in Kansas, we must
continually go through this process to better ourselves as teachers. Not just the natural step ups of
contest, performances, and administrator visits to
the classroom, but a daily step up. We demand and
want excellence from our students, but we need to
be the reason for that to happen. “Step ups” can be
visits to colleagues’ classrooms, picking new literature, submitting students for auditions and various
performance opportunities, theming a concert, or
adding a new tradition to your choral program. Try
to think about how often you”step up.”
Did you “Step Up” this past summer? KCDA had
a big step up with a wonderful 2014 convention and
record attendance. It was a thrill to see so many
new faces and witness a room full of energy, passion, and love for choral music. With our wonderful headliners, performances, and workshops, the
group left the Topeka Ramada ready to step up into
the new year.
As your KCDA President, my biggest excitement
for 2015 is our new venue. With a terrific board
and growing membership, I feel it is time to once
again to “step up” and take our convention to a new
place—the Topeka Capitol Plaza Hotel. The opportunity was presented to us and we are very excited
for this new experience. Mark your calendars now
and STEP UP with us to the KCDA 2015 Convention,
July 9-11 at the Topeka Capitol Plaza Hotel.
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Dr. John Albertson
Continued front page 1

Choral directors across the state of Kansas and
beyond know Dr. Albertson as an outstanding adjudicator; those who know him as “John” know
him as a kind, humble and caring individual. The
Choral Range slowed Dr. Albertson down long
enough to capture the following interview...

CR: What were the experiences in your younger years that led you toward a career in music
and music education?
JA: I did not come from a particularly musical
family, but my mother encouraged me every time
I sang or had other musical opportunities. It was
evident from an early age that I had a nice voice
and I loved to sing. When I enrolled at Buhler High
School, I took advantage of every performing opportunity at that fine school. I was truly inspired
by my teachers Robert Senner and LeRoy Esau,
and decided when I was a high school senior to
become a music educator.

CR: What do you remember most about your early years in teaching?
JA: Teaching opportunities started for me while I
was a student at Hutchinson Community College.
When I was 17 years old I became choir director at Hutchinson Mennonite Church, which was
a priceless experience. The loyal group of 15-20
Mennonites were capable and willing singers, and
my love for conducting started at that time. The
choral director at Hutchinson Community College was also the music supervisor for the public
schools, and he encouraged me to be an unpaid
substitute music teacher. I served a long-term
substitute assignment at Hutchinson High School,
where I prepared and conducted a major concert
with no supervision.
Other excellent opportunities followed
through graduate school at WSU in choral conducting. My first paid public school job was at
Rosedale Jr/Sr High School in Kansas City, Kansas.
Although others told me I was doing well, I considered myself a dismal failure with these urban students. During the summer following my first year
of teaching nobody offered me a job selling used
cars, so I went back to Rosedale for another year.
In the following year I was able to develop a

balance between reality and expectations, so life
was much better. The third year was enjoyable
every single day.

CR: Were there adjustments you had to make after growing up in central Kansas, and then establishing a career in a large urban center?
JA: Yes, there were many adjustments. I first had
to realize that “I was one and they were many.”
I also had to become keenly aware that I was a
teacher and not a conductor. During my painful
first year I once told my wife that “the beginning
is too far advanced for these kids, and I’m not sure
what to do.” That said, however, the urban students were the most loyal and appreciative of all.
My principal Bill Todd was a saint. He gave
me the green light to try and to do things never
before attempted at that school, and he picked me
up when I stumbled and fell. He even allowed
me to define and organize my own homeroom
to include any boys in the school that I wanted.
The result was an immediate boys glee club of
80 voices. I remembered when Bob Senner had
95% of all boys in Buhler High School in his glee
club; I wanted that at Rosedale and Bill Todd gave
it to me. I experienced circumstances unique to
the inner city, but I’m sure my first year of teaching would have been agonizing no matter where I
might have been.

CR: How did your perspective of education
change when you moved across the desk to the
position of administrator?
JA: Immediately after receiving the DMA I was
given the administrative assignment as Supervisor of Vocal Music, K-12, in the Kansas City, Kansas Public Schools. My immediate goal was to encourage all vocal teachers, and to try to help them
achieve their potential. During my four years in
this assignment, I learned a great deal from all
other administrators in the district. I was eager to
try to understand the business of school from all
perspectives. A much respected colleague was the
Director of Special Education, a man also trying to
develop a comprehensive K-12 program; from him
See ALBERTSON, page 19
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Jon Duncan receives
2014 Prelude Award

K

CDA seeks to recognize the outstanding
work of the young
teachers of the state, and
is proud to announce the
selection of Jon Duncan as
the recipient of the 2014
KCDA Prelude Award. Mr.
Duncan is in his fourth
year of teaching, serving
at Indian Woods Middle
School in the Shawnee Mission District.
Interestingly enough, Mr. Duncan’s entrance
into the choral world was a bit of an afterthought.
As a student at Kirkwood High School in Kirkwood,
Missouri, he did not begin his high school career
as a choral singer. After trying out for the musical
(a decision based upon the fact that the musical
was during the off-season for cross country and
track . . .), he was immediately recruited for the
choral program by director Karen Flaschar, who
was impressed with his low bass range. Choral
singing became a central focus of his high school
days, and his career path received a boost when
then-Kirkwood director Kathy Bhat commented,
“So, you’re going to study music education, right?”
Mr. Duncan received his education at the
University of Missouri-Kansas City, studying with
Charles Robinson, Joe Parisi, Lindsey Williams
and Ryan Board. He completed his time at UMKC
with the wonderful opportunity to student teach
under the tutelage of Erin Smith at Stony Point
South Elementary School in the KCK system, and
with Dwayne Dunn at Olathe East High School.
His teaching career began in the Shawnee
Mission School District, teaching at both Indian
Woods Middle School and Hocker Grove Middle
School. Within two years the programs at both
schools had grown to the extent that sharing a
teacher was no longer an option; in 2013 Mr. Dun-
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can moved to Indian Woods full time.
Asked to respond to his selection as the 2014
Prelude Award winner, Mr. Duncan responded
that a most immediate reaction was to nearly
“pass out.” He then adds, “Being recognized by
KCDA is incredibly humbling, exciting, and surreal. When I was at UMKC, we hosted a high
school chamber choir festival each October for
schools on both sides of the state line. Every year
I got to meet some of the ‘rock stars’ of the Kansas
City area as I watched them lead their choirs: Patrice Sollenberger, Laura VanLeeuwen, Ken Foley,
Dustin Cates, Cindy Sheppard, Dwayne Dunn, and
Pam Williamson. And it was exciting for me that

“When I was at UMKC, we hosted a
high school chamber choir festival
each October for schools on both
sides of the state line. Every year I
got to meet some of the ‘rock stars’
of the Kansas City area as I watched
them lead their choirs. And it was exciting for me that in my first position,
I was seen by them as a peer rather
than as a student.”
-John Duncan
in my first position, I was seen by them as a peer
rather than as a student.
“To be recognized by KCDA, which is full of so
many amazing and inspiring directors and educators, is just plain cool. It was an honor and blessing
when a room full of my peers, former professors,
and good friends—a group of people I’ve applauded so many times—stood and did the same for me.
Thank you to KCDA for making Kansas a great
place where we can work with, and learn from,
each other.”

KANSAS CHORAL DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION AWARDS
Award nominations submitted online at www.kansaschoral.com.
Yearly nomination deadline: May 1.

Harry Robert Wilson Award
The Harry Robert Wilson Award is awarded annually to one outstanding member of the Kansas Choral Directors Association. Awardees will demonstrate:
Excellence in choral music training, performance and scholarship
Commitment and contributions to choral music in the state of Kansas
Positive and supportive collegial interaction
Active participation, leadership and service to KCDA
Must have a minimum of 20 years in the Choral Music Profession
Selection Procedure
Nominations will be solicited from the general membership of KCDA
Nominees must be current members of KCDA (posthumous nominations accepted)
Nominators must submit biographical information, a letter of nomination and may be
asked to submit additional letters of support from KCDA members and/or colleagues, students and family
The KCDA Executive Board will select the most qualified nominees which will be presented to the current full board
Current members of the KCDA Full board will vote to determine the HRW Award Winner
Current members of the KCDA Executive Board are ineligible for nomination
Nominations are carried forward for two subsequent years and thereafter may be resubmitted

Prelude Award
Formerly the Young Director Award, the Prelude Award will be given annually to one outstanding member of the Kansas Choral Directors Association with at least three and no more than
five years of experience as a choral director in the State of Kansas. Awardees will demonstrate:
Successful teaching and performance in choral music in Kansas
Professional demeanor in interactions with colleagues
Potential as an exemplary professional with an extended career in choral music
A spirit of service through active participation and involvement in KCDA and/or KMEA
Selection Procedure
Nominations will be solicited from the general membership of KCDA
Nominees must be current members of KCDA in their 3rd, 4th or 5th year of experience as
a choral director in Kansas
Nominations must include biographical information, a letter of nomination from a current member of KCDA and a letter of support from an administrator, supervisor or mentor
The KCDA Executive Board will serve as the selection committee for reviewing nominations and voting to select a recipient
Current members of the KCDA Executive Board are ineligible for nomination
Nominations may be resubmitted anytime during the eligibility period (3 to 5 years) but
are not automatically carried forward for future consideration.
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Do you believe in magic?
Looking back at the 2014 KCDA All-State Women’s Choir

T

here’s only one reason, really, that we choformance of the 2014 KCDA All-State Women’s
ral directors do what we do. It may seem as
Choir last July in Topeka. Our clinician, Elaine
though it is for the pristine beauty of a perQuillichini of the Calgary Girls’ Choir, touched stufect choral performance through the successful
dent and teacher alike with her selection of music
accomplishment of fundamental vocal technique.
and her attention to breath flow and production;
Surely it is the challenge of music in languages forthe audience could feel the freedom of the sound
merly foreign and the exploration of places and
and the passion of the text. It was truly magical.
times beyond the present through poetic text and
Thank you to the 22 directors who sent auhistorical context. Or is it the building of a family
ditions and students to the event, as well as the
from the diverse personboard members who generalities that gather to sing
ously helped throughout the
This
magic
was
evident
to
all
in
atcommon musical pieces
weeks leading up to convenof choral art?
tendance during the rehearsals, and tion. The KCDA family is a
We can likely agree
especially at the performance of the wonderful group of supportthat it is all of the above.
2014 KCDA All-State Women’s Choir ive and kind people and we
But in reality, there’s just
are honored and proud to be
last July in Topeka.
one reason for working
a part of this organization.
this hard: magic. It’s the
Directors, please make
magic of the gift of an internationally known dithe plans now to prepare your singers for next
rector who makes each singer feel valuable and
summer’s convention. On July 10, 2015 we will
special, who shares fundamental vocal technique
have the distinct pleasure to enjoy a choir of our
right along with life lessons never forgotten. It is
most talented women under the direction of Dr.
the magical combination of ancient and modern
Andrea Ramsey, from the University of Coloradomusical compositional skill with the freshness of
Boulder. The audition song, Alleluia, is currently
current youthful hearts and voices as they explore
on the KCDA website at the following link: www.
the music. It is the attentiveness of the hearts and
kansaschoral.com/treble-honor-choir. Teach it
minds of the audience, as they respond to the
now and they’ll be ready later; audition recordrising passion of young singers as they meet the
ings will be due by Friday, March 27, 2015. Give
ancient sonorities in the beauty of a majestic cayour women the opportunity to be inspired by
thedral. It is the life-changing magic as a tentative
one of America’s finest young choral composers,
student becomes an accomplished and honored
as only you can offer to them the gift to be a part
performer, celebrated by even the most jaded choof the magic next July.
ral director.
-Amy Brown & Lisa Cookson,
This magic was evident to all in attendance
R&S Co-Chairs for Women’s Choirs
during the rehearsals, and especially at the per-
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IN THE BAG

Literature, recordings and books you should know about

W

hen something is “in the bag,” it’s
considered to be a “sure thing”—
the job is yours, the game is won,
the quarry has been . . . well, bagged. KCDA
Board members were asked to share what’s

in their bag—their briefcase, attaché, valise,
man-purse, portfolio—that’s a “sure thing”
and that others should know about. Read on
to see what value may be found in choral literature, recordings, and books . . .

n Choral Literature
BANKS OF DOON
Three-part Treble with piano & violin; Arr. Donna Gartman Schultz; Boosey &
Hawkes
This is a classic Robert Burns text and one to which high school girls can relate. The
lines are melodic and lyrical and the violin part adds another layer to the song.

REMEMBER
SATB a cappella; Stephen Chatman; ECS

Jason Sickel

Written in the key of D-flat major with all voices starting on the unison tonic, this
song has no meter and no bar lines and instructs the conductor to use a chant-like
conducting pattern. It is a perfect song to utilize solfege while learning, and also
to build an atmosphere of mutual trust and cohesiveness within a chamber choir.

Blue Valley North High,
Overland Park; R&S
Chair for Senior High
School Choirs

SING A NEW SONG
SAB mixed voices, piano; Michael Haydn (arr. Hal H. Hopson); Hal Leonard
Nice piece for beginning mixed choir, or a mixed choir where treble voices outnumber the changed voices. Polyphonic lines lend themselves to independent
parts. Great introduction of music from the Classical time period.

CREATOR ALME SIDERUM
SATB, a cappella; Gregorian Chant, Music by Richard Burchard; Gentry Publications,
Hal Leonard

Lisa Cookson
Wichita Southeast High;
R&S Chair for Women’s
Choirs Assistant
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Features three sections of unison voices singing Gregorian Chant, each followed
by a Motet in 4 to 7-part singing. It is a challenging but beautiful piece based on
a 7th century hymn. Great opportunity to work with meter changes and effective
dynamics. Students appreciate the challenge and while not a “barn burner,” it is a
piece that will be memorable on your concert!

FOR ALL WE KNOW
Arr. Darmon Meader and Peter Eldridge; Performed by the New York Voices; Alfred
Pop Series
This great chart is a 4-part ballad that works well for a choral pop/jazz concert, or
for show choir and vocal jazz. It creates a connection with the students.

MUDDY WATER
Arr. Michele Weir
www.michmusic.com

John
Stafford

12-bar blues that is easy for students of all levels to grasp. A great chart for learning
jazz improvisation!

Kansas City Community
College; R&S Chair for
Jazz & Show Choirs

POOR WAYFARING STRANGER
SSA with violin and piano; Arr. Mary Ann Cooper; Colla Voce
A singable, powerful setting of a truly great song. Loved by audience and singers
alike.

OLD FOX WASSAIL
Two-part a cappella; Traditional English Carol, arr. Stephen Hatfield; Boosey &
Hawkes

Carolyn
Welch

A fabulous, rousing secular carol with flexible voicing. It adds interesting color to a
concert—check it out! We never got tired of singing this one.

Artistic Director, Lawrence
Children’s Chorus; R&S
Chair for Community Choirs

DER GANG ZUM LIEBCHEN, OP. 31 NO 3
SATB and piano; Johannes Brahms; www.cpdl.org
A perfect song for teaching high school students about romantic music: singing
with a full, rich tone, long lyrical phrases, and extreme musicality. The texture is
homophonic throughout, the tessitura is comfortable for all voices, and the German
text is not overly difficult. Notes and rhythms are repetitive yet interesting in all
parts. Accompanists will love playing this one!

THE MUSIC OF LIVING

Jake
Narverud
Associate Director of
Choirs, Lawrence Free
State High School; R&S
Chair for Men’s Choirs

TTBB and piano, with optional violin, horn, and percussion; Dan Forrest; Hinshaw
Music
An awesome concert opener or closer for high school or college men. Most lines
are 2-part, with some 4-part splits throughout. New, innovative music set to an
inspiring text to which young men (and audience members) can easily relate. The
accompaniment and optional instrumental parts drive the piece forward as the
men sing lyrical, legato lines with interesting meter changes. Lots of teachable and
memorable moments in this work!
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IN THE BAG
Early each school year, our school presents on a large Veteran’s Day Assembly. It is
the one time the entire student body hears our choir, so finding a song that is patriotic but not sappy, and powerful but accessible, is a challenge! Both of the following
songs have been wonderful for my 7th- and 8th- graders.

SONG FOR THE UNSUNG HERO
SATB or SAB and piano; Pamela and Joseph Martin ; Shawnee Press

Karen Sims
Maize South Middle
School; R&S Chair for
Junior High/Middle
School Choirs

The text provides opportunities for students to discuss who are “unsung heroes” in
their lives. We featured multi-level choirs on various verses and all joined in on the
chorus. This brought tears to the Veteran’s eyes, and was a memorable experience
for all the choir members.

PEACE SONG (WITH WE SHALL OVERCOME)
SATB or SAB and piano; Greg Gilpin; Heritage Music Press

This song works very well for both small and large choirs. The melody is featured
in each voice part on the verses (one can also feature soloists and small groups),
and the harmony of the chorus is easy to learn. A descant is added at the end. Cross-curricular connections
can be made with Martin Luther King Day, the civil rights movement, and the power of music in uniting
people during oppression. My students absolutely loved this song.

As church musicians, there are many times during the year that, due to inclement
weather, member attendance, illnesses or other issues that cause our choir numbers to be lower than normal, we find a need for anthems that aren’t terribly difficult. Several Sunday’s last year we were faced with that situation when two major
winter storms decided to descend on Kansas City on Saturday nights. Small church
choirs are always in need of anthems that fall into this category.

Kevin Bogan

Oftentimes it’s difficult to find good anthems that are simple and easily prepared
in one rehearsal or less. Unison or four part hymns from the hymnal are always an
option, but sometimes we need more than that: an anthems that has a great, spiritually sound text, as well as an interesting musical setting that the choir and the
congregation will both enjoy.

United Methodist
Church, Leawood;
R&S Chair for Music &
Worship

I keep a collection of about ten anthems in my library that are not specific thematically, and are easy to put together on a Sunday morning if needed, or easily accomplished in one rehearsal. I call these my “snow” anthems because I can pull them
out on a Sunday when I don’t have a full choir. The choir can read them pretty successfully and I can replace my regularly planned anthem with something that sounds good and is uplifting
to the congregation and the worship service.
Following you will find my list of anthems that I use when I’m in need of a simpler anthem that meets the
criteria mentioned above. They all have a sound Biblical text and are interesting arrangements. I hope that
you’ll find this list helpful when you need something on the spur of the moment, or if you are conducting
a small church choir or ensemble.
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THE CHURCH’S ONE
FOUNDATION

I LOVE YOU, LORD

SATB and organ and optional
brass and percussion;
Arr. Emma Lou Diemer;
Hinshaw Music

A COVENANT PRAYER
SATB and piano;
Allen Pote;
Hope Publishing Company

HOLY, HOLY, HOLY

SATB and piano, with optional organ, flute, timpani and 3-5 octave
handbells;
Arr. Joel Raney;
Hope Publishing Company,

SATB and piano, or 3-6 octave
handbells;
Laurie Klein/arr. Sherman;
Hope Publishing Company

IMMORTAL, INVISIBLE

SATB and piano and organ, with
duet and congregation;
Arr. Patti Drennan;
Hope Publishing Company

IN THEE, O LORD, HAVE I
TRUSTED
SATB and keyboard;
Arr. Walter Ehret;
Pavane Publishing

MY SAVIOR’S LOVE
SATB and piano;
Brad Nix;
Lorenz Corporation

PSALM 139

SATB and piano;
Allen Pote;
Choristers Guild

REJOICE THE LORD IS
KING!

SATB and piano, with optional organ and 3-4 octave handbells;
Joel Raney;
Hope Publishing Company

THE LORD IS MY
SHEPHERD

SAT, SAB, or SATB and piano;
Allen Pote;
Choristers Guild

Repertoire selections from Senseney Music: If I went by numbers sold, the three
KMEA audition songs would be our top sellers by far! So instead, I have selected
songs that have not only sold well, but seem to touch everyone who hears them,
whether it be the beautiful music, the text, or a combination of both.

THE WORK OF CHRISTMAS
SATB a cappella ; Dan Forrest; Beckenhorst Press
I am always intrigued by Christmas texts that are different from the “usual.” The
world would be a much better place if we all took this text to heart. The setting is
another gem by Dan Forrest.

Steve Miller
Choral Music Manager,
Senseney Music; KCDA
Treasurer

WHEN I HEAR HER I HAVE WINGS
TTBB a cappella; Mark Templeton; Santa Barbara Music Press
Men’s chorus voicing is my personal favorite, and Mark Templeton provides a very
lush setting to this Mary Coleridge text for men’s voices. And the first tenors get to
show off their high D!

SING TO ME
SATB and piano; Andrea Ramsey; Santa Barbara Music Press
This song has been a best seller for several years in 2-part voicing, and has been selected for many honor
choirs. The SATB voicing was introduced this year.

WHO CAN SAIL WITHOUT THE WIND
SATB and piano 4-hands; Arr. Dan Forrest; Hinshaw Music
A Swedish folksong for mixed chorus and piano. Another beautiful setting by Dan Forrest.

WHILE SHEPHERDS WATCHED THEIR FLOCKS
SATB and piano; Craig Courtney; Beckenhorst Press
Here is a familiar Christmas text with a new melody—this setting was one of our best sellers last Christmas.
Also available in SSAA and TTBB.
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Best sellers for Fall 2014: Interestingly enough—although not surprisingly
enough—6 of the top 9 sellers are from the sound track of Frozen!

DO YOU WANT TO
BUILD A SNOWMAN?
Two-part and piano;
Arr. by Mark Brymer;
Hal Leonard

EATNEMEN VUELIE

Markel
Porter
Regional Manager, JW
Pepper; KCDA Music
Industry Representative

HAPPY

SURE ON THIS

Three-part mixed and piano; SHINING NIGHT
Arr. Mark Brymer;
SATB and piano;
Hal Leonard
Morten Lauridsen;
Peer Music

FROZEN (CHORAL
HIGHLIGHTS)

SSAA with English, German
Two-part and piano;
and Norwegian versions of the Arr. Mark Brymer;
Hal Leonard
text, synthesizer, percussion
and optional male yoik;
Frode Fjellheim;
FROZEN (CHORAL
SUITE)
Hal Leonard
SATB and piano;
Arr. Roger Emerson;
LET IT GO
Hal Leonard
Two-part and piano;
Arr. Mack Huff;
Hal Leonard

O MAGNUM
MYSTERIUM
SATB a cappella;
Morten Lauridsen;
Peer Music

THE GROUND
SATB and piano, with optional
string quartet;
Ola Gjeilo;
Walton Music

n Choral Recordings
MYSTERIES OF THE RENAISSANCE: BEYOND CHANT
Voices of Ascension, Dennis Keene, conductor

Cindy
Shepard
Olathe South High
School; NE Kansas District Representative

Not only do the Voices of Ascension
provide an outstanding model of appropriate Renaissance tone, but this
disc provides 24 great classic motets by Palestrina, Josquin, Lassus,
Viadana, Victoria, Sweelinck, Schütz,
Hassler, Byrd, Tye, Tallis, and Gibbons. This global sampling of German,
Italian, Spanish, Flemish and English
Renaissance masters is a wonderful
repertoire resource for the choral
conductor.

CAMBRIDGE SINGERS: A CAPPELLA
John Rutter, conductor
This is a collection of “collections” – music of the late 19th
and early 20th centuries of English, German and French origins. Perhaps the best reason to have this recording is for the
French collections alone (Ravel’s Trois Chansons, Debussy’s
Trois chansons de Charles d’Orleans, and the Poulenc Chansons francaises). There are also bonus tracks of works of Britten, Brahms, Schumann and Delius. The icing on the cake is
the clean and flawless performance of the Cambridge Singers.

Josh Wildin
Wamego High School;
NC Kansas District
Representative

KINGS’ SINGERS: THE BARBER OF SEVILLE
(Youtube)
Recording that my students really
love to listen to. The King Singers
singing The Barber of Seville. It can
be found on Youtube. The kids absolutely love listening to this recording
because of the humor inserted in the
music. It provides them an opportunity to see performance in a way
they have never thought of before.
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MUSIC DOWN IN MY SOUL: CALVIN COLLEGE WOMEN’S CHORAL
Pearl Shangkuan, conductor
This recording features a wide variety of literature from Hildegard von Bingen to
Moses Hogan. It’s a treat to hear a women’s chorus sing with sensitivity and a beautiful soaring tone on one track, and completely change style and tone color on the
next. Ain’t No Grave (Caldwell and Ivory) will inspire and motivate your singers—
no matter how “dead” they might be!

Doris Prater
Maize High School; SC Kansas
District Representative

THE SWINGLE SINGERS: AROUND THE WORLD
A Folk Song Collection
This virtuoso octet spectacularly performs music of South America, the UK, Europe,
Australia and the US. If I was stranded on a desert island (with a power source) this
CD would come along.

THE ST. OLAF CHOIR: ADVANCE AUSTRALIA FAIR
Anton Armstrong, conductor

Jane
Vanderhoff

This CD features great performances of staples of choral literature from Pachelbel
to Alberto Grau. My personal favorite is a mesmerizing “Past Life Melodies,” which
features overtone singing that goes on and on and ...

Garden City High; SW Kansas
District Representative

SONGS OF THE SOUL: BYU CHOIR
Ronald Staheli, Conductor
This recording is a model of unceasing rich, resonant choral tone. The choir uses
a full body sound and maintains impeccable blend. My church choir and top high
school choir has performed Staheli’s setting of I Love the Lord, and the challenging
8-part setting of the Finlandia hymn is a top pick of my singers. They found it very
satisfying and rewarding to perform.

Susan
Laushman
Pittsburg High School; SE
Kansas District Representative
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WAY OVER IN BEULAH LAN’
André Thomas

Terry Crull
Fort Hays State; NW
Kansas District Representative

My favorite right NOW is by Kansas native André Thomas. His book Way Over in
Beulah Lan’ has become my “go to” resource when I select a spiritual for my choirs...
which is often. He writes about the history of the Spiritual and how the oral traditions were passed down by generations, waiting to be written down by future arrangers. Thomas categorizes arrangers in four categories: Early Nationalistic (H. T.
Burleigh, Hall Johnson, et. al.); Middle Period (William Dawson, Jester Hairston, Undine S. Moore, and many more); Modern arrangers (Robert Harris, Robert Morris,
Larry Farrow, Moses Hogan, and himself); and Contemporary (Rosephanye Powell,
Rollo Dilworth, Jeffrey Ames, et. al.). In all, 37 settings are discussed, and the names
and dates of 41 more are listed for information.
The meat of this book, however, is Thomas’ insightful chapters on interpretation,
specific musical examples, and his discussions with others, such as Anton Armtrong and Judith Willoughby.

The book has very useful indices as well. I use this book CONSTANTLY to get the correct style, diction, and
other nuances of performing the Spiritual—I recommend it highly!

TEACHING MUSIC THROUGH PERFORMANCE IN CHOIR
Teaching Music through Performance in Choir (Vol.1, 2, 3) is a series of mini-presentations by some of the choral conductors I admire most. They are headliners
for any convention: Anton Armstrong, Weston Noble, Janet Galvan, Libby Larson,
Rodney Eichenberger, Ann Howard Jones, Sandra Snow, et. al. Each volume features five or six chapters by these internationally recognized artists, each of them
a master class on a series of topics. As an example of the variety of topics, volume
two begins with a chapter on score study to get conductors to “think like a composer” when approaching text, dynamics, phrasing, and creative choices. The second
chapter discusses music reading skills and how to make your singers more literate.
Ann Howard Jones writes the third chapter about preparing a choir to sing with an
Tom Wine
orchestra. She includes her experiences of singing with Robert Shaw and gives a
Wichita State University;
detailed description of count singing techniques. Jerry Blackstone challenges the
R&S Chair for Youth &
readers of his chapter to “dream big” when creating musical interpretations. My
Student Activities
personal favorite is Libby Larsen’s chapter on composing. It reads like a one-onone conversation as she describes the intimate marriage between melody and text.
This is followed by a chapter on “Body Mapping” with a description of Alexander Technique and its uses
in rehearsal.
These opening chapters comprise the first 25% of the book. The remaining three fourths of each book is
comprised of “repertoire resource guides.” There are 90-100 reviews of choral octavos broken down by
difficulty level and gender voicing. Each review is three to four pages in length and have a similar format:
(1) Brief biographical history of the composer; (2) Historical perspective for the composition; (3) Technical
considerations in the music; and (4) Form and structure of the music.
The real gem to this series is that each text has a set of CDs (sold separately) with quality recordings of the
music included in the resource guide.
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CHORAL CONDUCTING AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF MEANING:
GESTURE, VOICE, IDENTITY
Liz Garnett

Mark Bartel
Friends University; R&S
Chair for College &
University Choirs

Although we accept that the conductor’s physical demeanor has a direct impact on
how a choir sings, this occurs on a level of awareness that, for the choir members
(and sometimes the conductor!), is largely unconscious and involuntary.   Choral
Conducting and the Construction of Meaning asks all the right questions that busy
vocal music educators don’t always have time to think about, but would do well to
ponder: How can these forms of physical communication be explained? Is body
language an inherent part of musical performance, or does it come afterward, in
response to music? By comparing a variety of cultural choral traditions and drawing on ethnographic, musicological and nonverbal communication studies, author
Liz Garnett investigates how conductor demeanor and gesture operate on a general
level, and how they are constructed within certain social and musical contexts.

Liz Garnett is a musicologist and choral clinician whose research explores both the
theme of music and its social meanings. A great addition to your library, this text discusses what you do
every day and helps explain what might really be “going on.” It has helped me think critically and more
holistically about the way I conduct.

IMPERFECT HARMONY: FINDING HAPPINESS SINGING WITH
OTHERS
Stacy Horn
“Don’t cry. Sing.” So quotes Stacy Horn in the Prelude to her book, Imperfect Harmony. A self-proclaimed “not great singer,” Horn reports her experiences—and
why she does it—of singing with the Choral Society of Grace Church in New York.
Part music history, part science, part sociology and psychology, and largely memoir, this book clearly communicates her passion for singing, and particularly the
joys (and challenges) of singing with others.
Two elements of the book were particularly interesting to me: (1) the combination
of autobiographical response to, mixed with historical context of, the major choral
Tabor College; Choral
works the Choral Society performed (among them Ein deutches Requiem, ChichesRange Editor/KCDA
ter Psalms, and Lord Nelson Mass); and (2) reviews of scientific study of what takes
Past President pro tem
place in the brain while singing. It’s no doubt that people enjoy singing—even to
the point, as with Stacy Horn, that they must sing. This books seeks to explain why
this is, from both the views of science and humanity. Upon reading it, I quickly purchased and read Daniel
Levitin’s This Is Your Brain on Music, a text she often cites.

Brad Vogel

Horn is a wonderful writer—candid, a good story-teller, excellent at the turn of a phrase. But what she
particularly excels at is intertwining the stories of many others. An ending quote that should—if nothing
else will—compel you to purchase this book: “When I asked my fellow choristers what they thought of a
cappella singing, Christina Davis said, ‘A cappella is to choral singing what skinny-dipping is to swimming.
Vulnerable, exhilarating, and prone to revelations.’ It feels great, but there are dangers.”
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ALBERTSON, continued from page 5
I learned to “swim upstream” with a smile.
Also about this time, I was given an unsolicited exit from music education for four
years, and into a high school principalship.
This was the most valuable experience in my
career because I learned to be an instructional
leader outside the area of fine and performing arts. I also developed skills in the political
arena of the public school system. Thus, when
I became Director of Music Education in the
district, I had a much greater understanding
of administration, and also had the respect of
both building and central administrators. This
saved me from fighting a lot of battles.

CR: In your role as an administrator, what
you have learned that serves to create a good
working relationship between administrators
and teachers?
JA: I have learned, through experience, to fully understand the thought processes of music
educators as well as their principals. I have
been able to coach music teachers to be reasonable in their expectations of their building
administrators, and to help both groups “make
each other look good.” I have also learned how
to develop ideas and programs as a district to
be attractive to the community, superintendent, and the board of education.

CR: When hiring teachers, what were the qualities you were looking for? Are there qualities
that seem to point toward success as a music
educator?
JA: Love of children. Flawless work ethic. Impeccable personal musicianship. Proven record or clear evidence of the potential to teach.
And the ability to work effectively with others.

Mark Bartel, Conductor

The only program of its kind
in the state of Kansas, this initiative is founded
by the Wichita Chamber Chorale and
co-sponsored by Senseney Music.
In keeping with the WCC mission to champion

significant choral music and to enrich the cultural life of

our communities, the Kansas Choral Composition Prize
will foster original choral music of the highest quality,

with the intention of giving the winner(s) a high-profile

performance of their work, in addition to a monetary prize.
The WCC is seeking gifted emerging or established
composers with clear and verifiable ties to Kansas.
The prize winner will be announced at the

March 27, 2015 spring concert, with performances
to be held during the 2015-16 concert season.
For information, visit us online at:

www.wic hitac hor a le.co m

CR: You are recognized as a fine adjudicator
for choirs; what advice would you like to provide for directors as they prepare for festivals
each year?
JA: Choose quality music that showcases the
strengths of their sensembles. Be certain of the
basics of correct notes, rhythms, and that singing is absolutely in tune. Demonstrate a beautiful, healthy vocal tone. Be sensitive to details
of phrasing and expression. Work to achieve
peak performance on the day of the festival.

Deadline for submission
January 15, 2015
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Kansas Choral Directors Association
Tabor College
400 N. Jefferson
Hillsboro, KS 67063

Championing ChorTeach,
ACDA’s Online Magazine
Welcome to ACDA’s online magazine for choral directors and choral music educators. Articles
for ChorTeach are gleaned from state and division newsletters and from submissions by seasoned choral directors. The articles in ChorTeach are designed for those who work with amateur
singers of all levels, and are selected to provide ideas and techniques to encourage directors
and to help them help their singers to achieve choral excellence.
If you have written an article, or read an article in a division or state newsletter, and believe it
would be of interest to ChorTeach readers, alert Dr. Terry Barham, ChorTeach Editor, by Email
at tbarham@sunflower.com.
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